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Comments on a Paper by Ki-iti Horai and Amos Nur, 'Hclationship among 
Terrestrial Heat Flow, Thermal Condudivity, and Geothermal Gradient' 

P. S. NAlDU 

J)epartment uf Electrical CUII/IIIllllication Ellgineerillg 
Illdian IIl.~tillile uf Sciellce, lJallga!o/,e-12, Illdia 

llorai (llld NilI' [In70J hayc found significant 
l'olTrlation bet\yePIl t('('re~trial heat tlow and 
thprmal conductivity. Prc\'iou:::ly Roy ct al. 
[HWSJ and LacilcllbJ'llch [lOGS] have (kmon
~tl':lted :t linear rclationHhip bet\\'l'pn heat flow 
and heat production. From the:::e t",o findings 
Horar and l\ ur seem to hYllothe~ize that ther
mal conductivity and heat generation Illay be 
related. 

It seems to me that this is unnecessary. The 
obselTed correlation coefficient bet\\'een thermal 
conductivity and heat flow may be explained as 
a consrquence of heat flo\\' in a random medium. 
The present writer [iVaidll, 1070J has worked 
out a theory of heat flow through a first-order 
random med:um. Expressions for cross correla
tion bet\\'een thermal conductivity and thermal 
gradient under different geological conditions 
have been derived. 

On the basis of this theory the correlation 
coefficients reported by Rorai and Nur were 
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analyzed to t('st wl1('tl1er the obsen'et! varia
tions in the correlation coeflicient are purely 
stati~tical, owing to finite data. The correlation 
('oefiicients are plotted as a function of the 
~alllple length in Figure 1. The theoretically 
predicted correlation coefficient (0;-1) is showll 
by a horizontal line. This corresponds to a/{3 == 
0.064, \"here a and (3 are defined as follows: 
Let the spectrulll of the random conductivity 
he given by a band-limited function 

Sen, v, tv) = const when 
::; a, Iwl::; (3 

S(u, v, tv) = 0 otherwise 

The 95% confidence lines are also shown in 
Figure 1; we notice that fhe majority of the 
points lie within the confidence limits. The 
theory, however, does llot explain some ex
tremely high correlation coefficients observed 
for short sample lengths. 

Finally, it must be emphasized that this does 
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Fig. 1. Compufrd cOJ'l'clafion ('odfiriPllts as a function of sam pip length N, The theoretical 
value af> well as the 95% ronficirl)('r levrlf> arc shown. 
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not preclude the possibility 
ductivity being l'e1ated to heat 
t his is not necessary to explaI~ 
correlation between thermal L 

heat flow. 
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not preclude the possibility of thermal con
ductivity being related to heat production, but 
this is not necessary to explain the significant 
correlation between thermal conductivity and 

hrat flow. 
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